Immediate Release

sáv Hospitality Group x Blink Gallery
Presents “Water Poon Chinese Ink Painting Charity Exhibition”
(20 July 2016, Hong Kong) sáv Hospitality Group always devoted in promoting arts as
a medium of connection and expression, and this summer sáv will collaborate with
Blink Gallery and Faith In Love Foundations to hold a Chinese ink painting charity
exhibition for renowned photographer and artist, Mr. Water Poon, in Hotel sáv Hong
Kong. VIP preview will be held on 22 July 2016 (Fri) from 6:00pm until 9:00pm, and Mr.
Poon will attend the opening himself to share his art journey and inspirations.
The theme of this exhibition is ‘Open your heart and Reveal the World’ with minimalistic
approach. Mr. Poon is in favor of lotus, which appears in his ‘Harmony’ and ‘Blue &
White’ series. ‘Harmony’ consisted mostly in black and white, and usually with the
following elements: a big shade of Lotus leaf, along with a bird name as “Double
Kindness” portrayed in a tiny gray circle shape, and lotus flowers presented in little red
dots. The composition is simple yet expressing an ambient and refreshing atmosphere
through the contrast of black and white, as well as the surreal sense of space with the
decorative red.
Water Poon is an artist, photographer, designer and film director. He has published
various photograph albums, art books, travel notes and his works have been exhibited
in various places include Singapore, Tokyo, Canada, United States, Australia and
Philippine. Aside from photography, Water Poon is also interested in painting. His
works include “Water Poon Collections”, “Still Water Runs Long” and “Los Angeles”,
which has been exhibited in places like Japan and United States. Mr. Poon is
especially interested in Chinese ink painting due to his passion in Chinese heritage.
The abstract ink splashes on the Xuan paper reflects the pursuit of mind and spiritual
purity for the modern urbanite.
“Water Poon Chinese Ink Painting Charity Exhibition” will be held in Hotel sáv from 23
July to 21 August 2016. Approximately 20 newest paintings will be showcasing and for
charity sales during the exhibition, and 10% of the artwork sales will be donated to
Faith in Love Foundations for helping the disadvantaged members of the society.
Water Poon Chinese Ink Painting Charity Exhibition
Exhibition Date:
Opening hours:
Location:
Inquiry

：

23 July to 21 August 2016
12:00 noon – 6:00 pm (Mon – Thu)
12:00 noon – 9:00 pm (Fri – Sun)
Hotel sáv, 83 Wuhu Street, Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong
+852 2275-8778 or email: amplitude.hk@hotelsav.com
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About sáv Hospitality Group
sáv is a new lifestyle hotel brand under Chuang’s Consortium International Limited, a
respected investment holding company in Hong Kong founded in 1970. Chuang’s
Consortium International Limited and its subsidiaries are principally engaged in
property development and investments, hotel operation, industrial investments, finance
and securities investments.
Founded by our CEO & Founder, Mr. Edwin Chuang, sáv Hospitality aims to be a
company that reflects a new generation in hospitality experience. He brings on a new
concept in design, in unity of management, as well as sustainability. sáv Hospitality
Group’s current portfolio includes their flagship Hotel sáv and Parkes Residences in
Hong Kong, sáv Residence in Taipei, sáv Resort & Spa in Xiamen, as well as Pacific
Cebu Resort in Cebu. For details, please explore http://savhospitality.com
About Water Poon
Water Poon is an artist, photographer, designer and film director.
He had been a photo journalist of various newspapers in different countries, such as,
Express Post, Singtao Daily, Hong Kong Economics Journals in Hong Kong, Singtao
Daily (Canada), magazine Global Views Monthly (Taiwan), and Metro Daily (Hong
Kong). Over the years, Poon has published various photo albums, art books, and travel
notes. His works have been exhibited in various places.
In the 1983, Poon was invited to exhibit sceneries of Mainland China photos exhibition
by the National Dr. Sun Yet Sen's Memorial Hall in Taipei, Taiwan. He was also invited
to exhibit Taipei's sceneries by the Beijing Art Museum in China. His work, "Taipei's
sceneries" had been selected and published under the People's Fine Arts Publishing
House.
http://www.blinkgalleryhk.com/#!water-poon-1/p355m
About BLINK Gallery
BLINK Gallery was founded in 2013 by Ms. TK Chan and Mr. Albert Chung. The gallery
is currently located in Kwun Tong and Happy Valley. It is simultaneously holding
exhibitions for three local artists. The aim of BLINK Gallery is to support Hong Kong
artists by promoting their artworks at international art fairs and any other publicly
accessible platforms. Since 2013, more than 10 local artists have hosted their first solo
exhibition at BLINK Gallery. In Aug 2014, the gallery joined the world's biggest art
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festival in UK - the Edinburgh Festival Fringe, and displayed over 100 artworks with
more than 10 Hong Kong artists in three different venues. BLINK Gallery was the first
Hong Kong gallery participating in the festival. Recently, BLINK Gallery joined the
Affordable Art Fair and Asia Contemporary Art Show in Hong Kong, and is ready to
attend the Affordable Art Fair in Seoul (Sept 2016) and Singapore Contemporary (Jan
2017).
Currently, the star artist of BLINK Gallery is Mr. Water Poon, whose art pieces have
been leading and inspiring other emerging local artists such as Ms. TK Chan, Ms.
Mediha Ting, Mr. Simon Yung, etc.
www.blinkgalleryhk.com
About Faith in Love Foundation
Faith in Love Foundation is a Hong Kong registered charitable organization.
The mission of Faith in Love Foundation is to support the alleviation of poverty,
encouraging volunteerism, and promote art as a medium of connection and expression.
Our Mission
To stand for a loving, caring, selfless world.
To contribute to a better society and make the world a more pleasant place.
To encourage volunteerism and giving to the disadvantaged members of society.
To assist the alleviation of poverty and support the sustainable development of arts
and cultural expression
Accountability
Be a responsible, transparent, and sustainable organization.
Provide a platform for our volunteers to serve
Educate and provide resources to create the foundations for a world based on love,
respect, and selfless contribution.
Media Enquiry:
Mr. Winghau Yung
Marketing Communications Manager
Tel: +852 2275 8761
Fax: +852 2275 8999
Email: yungwinghau@hotelsav.com

Mr. Joe Ho
Assistant Marketing Communications Manager
Tel: +852 2275 8765
Fax: +852 2275 8999
Email: joeho@hotelsav.com
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Fragrant (

看香)

Lotus Fragrant (

荷香在)
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Self

（自我）

Quiet (

默言)
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